Learning Goals

- Learn about learning
- Describe Closest Points Problem
- Practice Ethical Analysis

Questions

- CourseHub was broken...
- Most popular paradigms
- Assigned Groups? In/Out of class?
- Java vs Pseudocode?
- Syllabus
  - Rough Draft, Participation
- 4c challenge

Focus on Learning

Growth Mindset

- Brains improve at any skill with practice
- Current ability depends on past experience
- Mistakes normal when learning (helpful if use to revise/reflect)
- Frustrating feeling if not being able to do something, don’t give up.
  - Find resources (class video/notes to review, tutoring, office hours, peers)
  - Come back later! Your brain will have changed in the meantime.

De-emphasizing Grades

- Don't learn as well when extrinsically motivated
- Don't look at constructive feedback if grade present
- Don't take risks